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Many have speculated about changing higher education, but Minerva has actually created a new kind of university program. Its founders raised the funding, assembled the team, devised the curriculum and pedagogy, recruited the students, hired the faculty, and implemented a bold vision of a new and improved higher education. Minerva and the Future of Higher Education by Nelson, Bob, Kerrey, Joshua, Fost, Judith, Brown, Kara, Gardner, Daniel, Levitin, John, Levitt, Rena, Levitt, Richard, Holman, Eric, Bonabeau, Vicki, Chandler, Megan, Gahl, James, Genone, Ian, van Buskirk, Robin, Goldberg, Teri, Cannon, Ari, Bader, Natal, Jonathan, Katzman, Matt, Regan, Ayo. Published by MIT Press.

Minerva Schools - Introducing Building the Intentional University Minerva and the Future of Higher Education

Building the Intentional University Minerva by Stephen M. Kosslyn and Ben Nelson with a Foreword by Senator Bob Kerrey. The book is published by MIT Press and examines what it took to create Minerva from the ground up, explaining how the founders raised the funding, assembled the team, devised the curriculum and pedagogy, recruited the students, hired the faculty, and implemented a bold vision of a new and improved higher education.

Minerva Project Draws Notice for its Practical Rigorous

Nelson and Stephen M. Kosslyn, Minerva's founding dean and chief academic officer, last year published a book, Building the Intentional University Minerva and the Future of Higher Education, that they edited on the blueprint for the curriculum Kosslyn, a high profile hire who previously worked at Harvard and Stanford.

Many have speculated about changing higher education but Minerva has actually created a new kind of university program. Its founders raised the funding, assembled the team, devised the curriculum and pedagogy, recruited the students, hired the faculty, and implemented a bold vision of a new and improved higher education.

Building the Intentional University Minerva and Amazon.ca

Building the Intentional University evoked two strong contrasting emotions for me: near despair at the state of the broader higher ed landscape today. The book is packed with clear, concise, and potent information that creates a rock-solid case for how and why higher ed is incredibly broken.
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